A single, augmented
where w(t) is a zero mean white process noise, Vk+ t is a zero mean white sequence measurement error, and X(t) is the state vector. In this work X(t) is defined as xT= [a, e, i, f2, co, 0, Cd, b T, qT] 
The first six elements of X(t) are the classical Keplerian orbital elements s'9 which determine the spacecraft orbit, position and velocity; namely, the semi-major axis (a), eccentricity ( 
II.1 EKF Measurement Update
The measurement update of the state estimate and of the estimation error covariance are performed, respectively, as
(5.a) The updated vector,ik+_,isused to update the a-priori stateestimate,Xk+_ (-), as follows = ik.,)
The nature of g will be explained shortly.
Development
of the measurement matrix Figure  1 shows the geometry of the magnetic field vector. The effective measurement, z, is defined as follows.
Write the transformation of 13 F to the estimated body coordinates as 
Using the last two equations, Eq. (15) becomes
The second term on the fight hand side of Eq. (18) 
T define Similar to Xo,k+ I,
Xo,k+l then from Eqs. (2) and (4) we obtain
With Eq. (35) wc can now explain the nature of g in Eq. (Il).Indeed, the update of the state vector estimate is a function of both Xk+1(--)and ik+l which is computed using Eq. (9).While the orbital and the gyro bias parts of Xk+l (--) are updated additively as follows
the attitude part is updated multiplicatively as described next. It is well known that the three small angles in the vector, fit, can be used to construct a quatemion d61 as follows t_ 
II.2 EKF Propagation
Recall the dynamics equation (41) where Qk is the spectral density matrix of w(t) and A k is the approximated transition matrix.
A k is computed using the following first order Taylor series expansion Ak=I+F k.AT (42) where AT is the time interval between gyro measurements. As described earlier, the dynamics matrix of the orbit part is obtained by computing the Jacobian Fo,k as follows
The actual computation of Fo,k is based on the orbital dynamics equations, given in the ensuing.
Based on Eq.
(1), the propagation of the state estimate, is performed by solving the differential equation It shouldbe mentioned here that although the correct modeling of bias is as shown in Eq. (47.b), we added white driving noise for filter stability _s.
II.2.2 Error-State Dynamics Orbital Error-State Dynamics
The error dynamics model can be written as follows
where Fo is the orbital part and F, is the attitude part of the error state dynamics. From Eq. (32) it is obvious that the dimension of Fo is 7 x 7. (52) as wcll as the rclationcorn= e)+ de) (whcre de) isthe angular ratemcasurcmcnt error,which, in our case, isthe gyro driR rate)Eq. (55) can bc writtenas
Eq. (56) 
If there are n independent rows in the right hand side matrix (the observability matrix) in Eq.
(63) then, of course, x o can be computed, hence the state is observable. Testing the filter with CGRO data, it was found that alter 5 measurements there were 13 independent rows in the observability matrix, and because the size of the state vector was 13, the system was observable.
After finding that the filter operated on an observable CGRO system, the EK.F algorithm described in the preceding was tested on data obtained from four satellites. The four satellites were, CGRO, RXTE, ERBS, and TOMS. The launch dates of these satellites and the start time of the data used in the testing is presented in Table I . The satellites varied in altitude, (From Initial Error of 2617 kin). (From Initial Error of 12.9 deg). (From Initial Error of 14 deg). On the other hand, in the presence of large gyro bias, the inclusion of the bias states in the filter was imperative to obtain good orbit and attitude estimates.
A byproduct of this inclusion was the estimation of the major part of the gyro bias. The degradation in performance of the filter, when the bias states of the estimator were activated despite the lack of actual bias, has been explained before by the Information Dilution Theorem 2°.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paperpresenteda new unified EKF algorithm for estimatingspacecraft orbit andattitude basedon measurements of the magneticfield and the angularvelocity of"the spacecraft. To test this algorithm, it was first establishedthat the system, which the EKF had to estimate, was indeedobservablefor at least the CGRO satellite.Next, magnetometer data andgyro data from four satelliteswereprocessedby the EKF. Although the filter was designedto alsoestimategyro bias, in our experimentswe deactivated the bias statesbecausethe availablegyro datahadbeencalibrated(which removedthe gyro bias).
In order to testthe filter performancewhen gyro bias is present,artificial gyro biaswas addedto the CGRO dataandthe filter biasstateswereactivated.It was found that the filter estimatedthe gyro bias without degrading the quality of the attitude and orbit estimation. The filter successfullyestimatedthe largerpart of the gyro bias,but was unableto estimatevery.low gyro biasvalues,probablybecauseof the largemeasurement noise.Moreover,when trying to estimate negligible gyro drifts, the orbit and attitude estimatesdegradedconsiderably.However, in the presenceof large gyro bias, it was necessaryto activate the bias statesin the filter in order to obtain good orbit andattitude estimates. A byproductof this inclusion was the estimationof the major part of the gyro bias.
In summaryit was shownthatmagnetometer andgyro measurements on board low earthorbiting satellitesare sufficient for coarseorbit aswell asattitudedeterminationwhen processed by the singleEKF, which wasdevelopedin this work. [-Aviv and Haifa, Israel, February 17-18, 1999, pp. 205-214. 
